Best 6 Manga Apps for Android
Manga is originated in Japan and popular with people all over the world. It's
been an indispensable part of Japanese Culture. Manga is also translated into
many other language. One of the best advantage of reading Manga on your
Tablet or smartphone is being able to buy the new issue immediately and take
and read Manga anytime and anywhere we want. Physical manga books are
made to be read and then discarded, digital allows you to keep them forever.
So today we have listed best 6 Manga reader app for your reference.
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comiXology
Anime & Manga Amino for Otakus
Crunchyroll Manga
Manga Rock
VIZ Manga
MangaZone

comiXology
ComiXology, an Amazon.com, Inc. subsidiary, is a revolutionary digital comics
service. With content from over 125 publishers as well as thousands of
independent creators from around the world, comiXology provides an
unrivaled library of comic books, graphic novels and manga. The company's
first-in-class innovations include the exclusive Guided View technology which
provides an immersive and cinematic reading experience and a monthly
subscription service.These are just a few of the great titles from Marvel,
Image Comics, Dark Horse Comics, BOOM! and so many more than we can
name in this limited space.
Are you ready to explore over 100,000 digital comics, graphic novels and
manga from Marvel, DC, Image, and more? By downloading the comiXology
app you will get instant access to your purchased titles from comiXology on all
your devices.
Download comiXology on Google Play Store

Anime & Manga Amino for Otakus
Anime Amino is the social network for anime and manga superfans! It is the
perfect way for anime and manga enthusiasts to:
1. Explore your interests with people who are just as passionate about it as
you are.
2. Unite with Anime, manga, vocaloid, otaku and cosplay fans from around the
world!
3. Discover others who share a passion for anime, manga and cosplay locally, from Japan and the rest of the world!
4. Engage with other anime fans to ask, answer, and discuss your favorite
anime scenes or episodes, characters, and more.
Look no further for the perfect place to talk about your favorite anime and
manga, Anime Amino is the ultimate Anime social networking app!
Download Anime & Manga Amino for Otakus on Google Play Store

Crunchyroll Manga
Crunchyroll, the leader in streaming Anime and Asian content, is set to
emerge as the digitally distribution Manga leader. The Crunchyroll Manga app
provides users with unlimited access to a variety of the hottest manga
emerging from Japan! As soon as it hits newsstands in Japan, Crunchyroll
Manga users can read the latest from hit titles like Attack on Titan, Fairy Tail,
and Space Brothers. Premium users will be able to:
1. Access the latest manga as it becomes available in Japan!
2. Full mobile support (iOS and Android), including 'Koma-View,' which allows
maximum scale per panel.
3. View the entire series catalog anytime, anywhere.
4. Unlimited reading access.
This will be any Manga enthusiasts' one-stop-shop for all their Manga needs.
So what are you waiting for? Take advantage of the free trial today!
Download Crunchyroll Manga on Google Play Store

Manga Rock
The popular Manga Reader from the iOS platform has finally been ported over
to Android! So many titles, so many sources, so many chapters, and all of the
time you want! Detailed and excellent quality Manga in several languages.
Manga Rock is the go-to app for all your manga reading needs! It provides
thousands of manga titles - high quality images and constantly updated. It's
one of the best manga viewer enables you enjoy a seamless reading
experience and customize it any way you want. You can also download
manga to your Android device to read them offline. Paid version is $3.99 and
gets rid of the ads. Purchase it within the first 3 days can only cost you $1.99!
Download Manga Rock on Google Play Store

VIZ Manga
VIZ manga is the official English source to read the greatest manga from
Japan! You may be accustomed to features like customization setting
including, Zoom preferences, right or left reading preference, brightness
settings, language change, reader reviews, download settings and so much
more. With VIZ manga you get none of that. VIZ manga may be a pretty basic
app, but where it shines is where it matters, its catalog of quality manga to
read at pretty good prices. VIZ Media is the official licence holder for Shonen
Jump manga. VIZ manga also digitally publish Weekly Shonen Jump, the
most popular manga magazine in the world.
Download VIZ Manga on Google Play Store

MangaZone
MangaZone is a decent Manga reading app comes free of charge with a clean
interface and settings for customized comfort reading. It features more than
15000 titles which has been translated from Japanese manga. You can leave
awesome comments on any manga you want to recommend to other guys!
The manga is free to download which isn't necessarily ideal, but it works if you
need something to read and you're short on money.
Download MangaZone on Google Play Store

Read Manga anywhere you want
If you are a super manga fan, I bet you must have purchased a lot of Manga
books from Amazon/Kobo/Google Play/Nook book store, etc. However, most
of the books comes with DRM. So you need to remove DRM from the manga
books if you don't want to restricted to their supported devices or apps to read
them. Sometimes you also need to convert the Manga format so that you can
read them on other supported devices. Or you want to share this book with
your friend. Truth be told, Calibre is a wonderful software for you to deal with
these problems(Note: Calibre can't deal with Kindle KFX format yet). But
Epubor Ultimate is way powerful and way easier to use than Calibre. No need
to install plugin and intensive labor work. What are you waiting for? Start your
30 days free trial!

Download Epubor Ultimate for Free
Windows Version Download Mac Version Download

Conclusion
Whether this is your first experience with comics or you've been a fan for
years, get ready, because the above best 6 manga apps are going to change
the way you explore the world of super heroes, sci-fi, crime noir, horror, and
more!
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